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Design:Hello Big World C
The Start (green S) and (red E) are both 
centered. This means the design will Start 
and End in the center of the design. You 
can print this out onto your favorite 
template material (set printer to print Actual 
Size) and use for placement, as it is the 
actual size of the embroidery design.

Height: 5.00 in

Width: 2.99 in

Stitches: 9,173

Colors: 5

Color changes: 5

Trims: 45

Hoop: Users choice

Total bobbin: 48.41ft

Chart
Floriani

Floriani

Color Sequence:

# Color Code Name

1.  544 Amber Yellow 

2.  PL Placement Line 

3.  TD Tack Down Line 

4.  544 Amber Yellow 

5.  540 Cream Floriani

6. 358S Midnight Navy Floriani

Design Worksheet Zoom: 1:1

Authors: bluebunnyhollow.com/Lana L Jones Page 1 of 1
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Design:Hello Big World B
The Start (green S) and (red E) are both 
centered. This means the design will Start 
and End in the center of the design. You 
can print this out onto your favorite 
template material (set printer to print Actual 
Size) and use for placement, as it is the 
actual size of the embroidery design.

Height: 5.99 in

Width: 3.58 in

Stitches: 11,033

Colors: 5

Color changes: 5

Trims: 45

Hoop: Users choice

Total bobbin: 64.34ft

Design Worksheet Zoom: 1:1

Authors: bluebunnyhollow.com/Lana L Jones Page 1 of 1

Chart
Floriani

Floriani

Color Sequence:

# Color Code Name

1.  544 Amber Yellow 

2.  PL Placement Line 

3.  TD Tack Down Line 

4.  544 Amber Yellow 

5.  540 Cream Floriani

6. 358S Midnight Navy Floriani
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Design:Hello Big World A
The Start (green S) and (red E) are both 
centered. This means the design will Start 
and End in the center of the design. You 
can print this out onto your favorite 
template material (set printer to print Actual 
Size) and use for placement, as it is the 
actual size of the embroidery design.

Height: 6.99 in

Width: 4.18 in

Stitches: 13,232

Colors: 5

Color changes: 5

Trims: 45

Hoop: Users choice

Total bobbin: 84.01ft

Design Worksheet Zoom: 1:1

Authors: bluebunnyhollow.com/Lana L Jones Page 1 of 1

Chart
Floriani

Floriani

Color Sequence:

# Color Code Name

1.  544 Amber Yellow 

2.  PL Placement Line 

3.  TD Tack Down Line 

4.  544 Amber Yellow 

5.  540 Cream Floriani

6. 358S Midnight Navy Floriani
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This design uses fabric for the applique of 

the giraffe. This can be pre-cut with the svg 

files, for electronic cutters, or pdf files, if 

you prefer to use scissors. These files are 

located in the Cut Files Folder. If you want 

to use the style of placing the fabric and 

trimming after the tack down stitching those 

instructions are provided. The applique 

then has a light fill over the applique for a 

unique look. 

Pre-cutting applique: 

Electronic Cutters: Press fusible web to the back of fabric choice. Select the size 

design for the project and send the svg file to electronic cutter. They are not mirror 

imaged so if you are putting the fabric right side down, you will need to mirror image the 

pieces. NOTE: If you purchased this design on Creative Fabrica, there are no svg files. 

We are not able, at this time, to upload this type of file for embroidery designs. 

However, you can scan the pdf and send it to your electronic cutter. 

PDF/Scissors: Press fusible web to the back of fabric choice. First set printer to print 

Actual Size. Then print out the PDF file for the size design selected. Rough cutout the 

image. Pin paper image to fabric choice, then cutout the applique on the line. 

Trimming after tack down stitching: 

If you are using the tack down/trim excess fabric style, cut a piece of fabric large 

enough to cover applique areas. 

Embroidering 

1. Use included color chart.  

2. Stitch thread color #1. NOTE: You will use this thread color for thread colors 2, 3 

and 4. 

3. Stitch thread color #2, the placement line, shown in blue, shows where to place 

the fabric. Blue is used to stop the machine so you can do a task, like add fabric. 

However, you will use thread color #4 instead of blue thread (eliminating 

unnecessary thread changes). 

4. Placing pre-cut applique fabric: 

a. Remove hoop from machine (DO NOT un-hoop) 

b. Place applique, fabric side up, snuggly into placement outline. 

c. Press in place 
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d. Return hoop to machine. 

e. The tack down line is not needed as the applique is fused into place, Skip 

to Step 9. 

5. Placing applique fabric for tack down and trimming excess fabric: 

a. Lay a piece of fabric large enough to cover placement lines.  

b. Tape in place so the fabric does not shift during stitching 

6. Stitch thread color #3, this is the tack down line and is shown in red. Again, 

instead of red thread you will use thread color #4.  

7. After tack down stitching has finished, remove hoop from machine, do not un-

hoop, and trim excess fabric away close to the outside of the stitching.  

8. Return hoop to machine. 

9. Stitch thread color #4, the overlay stitching of the appliques. 

10. Stitch remaining colors.  

Enjoy your embroidery adventures! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


